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Best gre vocab apps

Getting a good score on competent and challenging tests like the GRE (Graduate Records Examination) and TOEFL (Test of English as a Foreign Language) is the first and essential step for International students to get admission in various masters’ programs in an ambitious university in the countries like US and Canada. GRE can be tough
for students, especially from non-English speaking countries. These exams are the gateway to your dream of studying and settling abroad. Nowadays you can do a good amount of preparation for these exams by installing and using some handy and extremely helpful apps. These apps are a convenient and portable way of learning and exploring to
attain a good score. You can study while commuting, taking a walk, or anywhere in your free time with your Smartphone. With these handy apps, you can learn new words or practice for the quantitative section anywhere anytime without wasting any free time on useless games or videos. These apps provide different and innovative methods to
prepare for GRE as well as TOEFL. Here is my take on the best apps if you too are dreaming to get enrolled in the best universities of the world. Top GRE Prep Apps 1. GRE Test Prep Math & Verbal This is the best GRE prep app available on the play store. This app includes all the sections of GRE for practice. This is one of the most appreciated and
popular apps for GRE preparation. This app gives you a This app by Galvanize is great for both quantitative and verbal preparation for GRE. The content, questions, and explanations of every concept are flawless with the accurate scoring feature. What makes it even more helpful is its proactive support team. With 4.7 ratings by its existing users and
great feedback, it is one of the most popular self-help apps for GRE preparation. Download: Android | iOS 2. Magoosh GRE Prep This is a wholesome package for an ideal GRE score. With detailed video lectures and tests, this is certainly worth your time for dedicated GRE applicants. Download this to get access to various full-length tests and video
lectures by expert teachers. This app helps you to go through the detailed explanations of concepts introduced in the lectures. This contains about 700 good-quality questions with apt video explanations. This app is surely worth a try. Download: Android | iOS 3. GREedgeWordBot This app is rated 4.8 by its users for its creative and efficient content.
GRE vocabulary practice has never been this easy, creative, and practical. The most appreciated feature of this app is the visuals and images used to portray and simplify new words. The tests make sure one knows the correct pronunciations, synonyms as well as spellings of the words. Download: Android 4. Manhattan Prep GRE Manhattan is another
reliable name when it comes to books and online material for preparing for GRE. Some specific options are the feedback of the progress, 1000+ practice questions, quizzes, custom alerts, and concept building. The tagline ‘Maximum Learning in Minimum time’ is rather true for this app. Another best part of this is that it covers both the quantitative as
well as verbal sections of the exam. Download: Android | iOS 5. Magoosh TOEFL App This one is a near-perfect app with many integrated tests and questions. A 4.4 rating on Android Play Store is indicative of the fact that it is used and liked by a huge number of GRE aspirants. Over 100 animated lectures and detailed reviews of the 4 sections namely
reading, listening, speaking, and writing makes it easier for the students to achieve the target score. With a preparation tracker, this is a truly useful app for students preparing for TOEFL. Download: Android | iOS 6. IntelliVocab for GRE and GMAT This app uses machine learning algorithms to create a planned approach towards your learning needed
to land you in your Dream College or university. All you need to do is the practice as much as you can. This app offers specific practice sessions that can be customized based on your learning level. Download this application for the excellent interface and high quality of questions provided. Download: APK File 7. TOEFL Preparation With overall
positive reviews, it is worth considering. This is an app dedicated to TOEFL preparation. It is perfect for grammar practice for TOEFL. Learning English has been made easy with this app as it improves your listening skills along with words and reading sections. Download: Android 8. Vocabulary Builder for GRE This one is again a highly appreciated
app for GRE, CAT, and XAT exams with an over 4.7 rating given by its existing users. This app provides you with various learning options to choose from and the words are well described and easily comprehensible. Download: Android 9. GRE Daily Vocabulary A part of the Economist GRE Tutor program, this app features a daily passage from ‘The
Economist’ with a new GRE word to ponder upon. This way you can learn a new word every day along with its application in a paragraph. This targets an overall learning experience and caters to your need to achieve a great GRE score. Download: Android | iOS 10. GRE Flashcards by Magoosh One of the best-rated flashcards apps available
for the GRE verbal section, GRE Flashcards by Magoosh is a must-try. It uses a space repetition system. This system is very useful as it allows the unlearned words to reappear on the screen until you get those words to perfection. This is one of the many exciting features for you to download this app. Download: Android | iOS 11. Ultimate Vocabulary
Prep for English, GRE ® & exams With its addictive format, this app enables us to relax and add new words to our vocabulary on daily basis. Download this with other apps like Magoosh Prep to get the best results. Rather than the basic GRE preparation apps mentioned in this article, this app uses games as quite an impressive method to learn. This
app helps you to understand the application and nuance of the words. This is the ultimate prep app with easy functions and wonderful study material. Download: Android | iOS Pick the Best GRE prep App Now So, apps provide a portable and easy way to prepare for exams like the GRE and TOEFL. There are many GRE prep apps available on the app
stores for Android and iOS-based smart devices. We hope that this little help from our side will assist in your success. Let’s face it – the GRE is something everyone dreads. It’s intimidating! Even students who have a stellar GPA and thought school was a breeze stress about this test. Since it’s so intimidating, we have all completed countless Google
searches attempting to figure out the best ways to study for this exam. But it doesn’t have to be so stressful!! I’m sure you all have wondered: Should I get one of those huge GRE books to study? What about online courses through Magoosh or other major GRE prep sites? Flashcards? Workbooks? All of these resources are great. They are so helpful in
getting us prepared for the GRE. But… What if we’re super busy and want to study in the short periods of time between our obligations? GRE prep apps are the easiest way to study on-the-go or in a time crunch. Plus, when those GRE Prep Apps are FREE, that makes them even better! Here, I have compiled a list of the 7 Best FREE GRE Pep Apps!
The list is complete with current App Store ratings & a quick review of what each app offers. PSSSST! I encourage you all to check out our Membership options to receive access to our full range of helpful articles! Check it out HERE. 1. GRE: Practice, Prep, Flashcards by Varsity Tutors 4.9/5 stars – 727 ratings Available for iPhone and iPad. Use their
tools to prep for the Verbal Reasoning, Quantitative Reasoning, and Analytical Writing sections. They have a timer for completion of practice exams, and have flashcards and provide vocab words in-context. The only downfall I have found is that feedback is only given after completion of a practice exam, and it appears to be very general. 2. GRE Prep
& Practice by Magoosh 4.8/5 stars – 763 ratings Practice questions, video tutorials to watch for the math, verbal, and writing sections, and the ability to schedule your studying. You can also read articles and get tutor help. The app records your progress so that you can pick back up right where you left off when you last left the app. They do offer inapp purchase of a premium version to obtain hundreds more practice questions and video tutorials. You can choose whether or not to upgrade after forming an opinion using the free version first! 3. Manhattan Prep GRE by Higher Learning Technologies 4.8/5 stars – 213 ratings This app is helpful in providing immediate feedback to your answers.
They have hundreds of test prep questions also found in their written prep book. They offer in-app purchase of a premium version. Its free features seem to be limited, but they nonetheless provide helpful practice questions and a progress tracker for you to use before deciding whether or not to upgrade. This is a great one for on-the-go. 4. GRE Test
Prep by Galvanize 4.8/5 stars – 50 ratings This app is praised by all reviewers. With feedback after each question pertaining to correct or incorrect answers and the ability to set a goal that they help you with, this app is impressive. Their claim to fame is having “hundreds of GRE-style questions, high-quality explanations, GRE score predictor, & exam
readiness indicator”. With the limited amount of free materials out there, this app is definitely worth the download. The previous 4 free GRE prep apps include test prep for the verbal and quantitative portions of the GRE. Some even contain prep for the writing portion of the exam. The next three apps are specific to certain portions of the exam. 5.
GRE Math by Sherpa Prep 4.8/5 stars – 18 ratings This app is great for full-length math lessons and provides a ton of tips for the math portion. They have how-to videos, feedback, and analysis of GRE math concept. The only complaint I have seen about this app is that it occasionally becomes “buggy”. Their claim to fame is hundreds of full-length
math “lessons, tricks, quizzes, videos, analytics, stats, questions, & drills.” 6. GRE Daily Vocabulary by The Economist 4.9/5 stars – 29 ratings Check this app for a daily dose of GRE vocabulary in passage format. The GRE vocab word will be written within the passage for context cues. You can also view its synonyms and formal definition. Downsides of
the app are that pronunciation is not included, and they don’t offer in-app “quizzes” or practice questions. You can save the word to study later, however. It is also possible to swipe through to view words from previous days. 7. GRE Vocabulary Flashcards by Magoosh 4.8/5 stars – over 1,180 ratings This app provides sets of flashcards with multiple
difficulty levels. You can click on a set of flashcards you’d like to try, and get right to studying. The app allows you to state your confidence in your knowledge of the word – before clicking for the definition. The app then keeps track of the words you do and don’t know, and shuffles the pile accordingly. Once you have totally mastered one of the words
(~3 times accuracy), the app will take that card out of the pile. Your pile gets smaller and smaller as you learn the words. Once you get down to the pretty tough ones, it’ll throw in one of the previously memorized words. This is helpful because it holds you accountable for truly ingraining that definition into your mind long-term. It’s also encouraging
if you are struggling with the tougher words to see a term you easily know within a split second. I highly recommend the Magoosh apps along with their other study materials. Their GRE Vocabulary Flashcards App was so easy to use on the bus to class and when flipping through my phone waiting for class to start. It was the best way I found to
quickly study GRE vocab, and the repetitiveness really got the words engrained in my mind. In case you missed it, I encourage you all to check out our Membership options to receive access to our full range of helpful articles! Check it out HERE. If you are looking for more information on how to study for the vocabulary portion of the GRE, check out
my post with 5 Quick Tips for GRE Vocabulary Prep! There are countless apps out their for use on iPhone, iPad, or Android on the go, but not all of them are free nor have high ratings in the App Store. These 7 apps are user-friendly, challenging, and best of all – FREE! What are your favorite free GRE prep apps? Please share in the comments below!
As always, feel free to comment here or send me an email at speechlyssblog@gmail.com with any questions, comments, or suggestions! Join my email list to never miss another grad school tip. I look forward to getting to know you! Have a great day
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